NOTES:
2. FINISH: CHEMICAL FILM ALL OVER PER MIL-C-5541, CLASS 3.

WARNING: PRIME AND PAINT REMAINING SURFACES USING AEROGLAZE 9924 (PRIMER) AND AEROGLAZE 2306, BLACK (PAINT).
3. MASK THESE SURFACES BEFORE PRIMING AND PAINTING.
4. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES R.010 MAXIMUM BEFORE FINISHING.
5. UNTOLENCED DIMENSIONS LOCATING TRUE POSITION ARE BASIC.
6. BAG AND TAG WITH MIT DRAWING NUMBER AND LATEST REVISION.

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
DIMENSIONS SHALL BE INTERPRETED MAX.
ANSI Y14.5 = 1982

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES ANGLES ± 1°
3 PLACE DECIMALS ±.005
2 PLACE DECIMALS ±.01
THIRD ANGLE PROJECTION
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